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Reuniting the old masters

Traditional crafts play an important part in culture, but 
often struggle with a stale image and risk of disappearing. 
To prevent that, Beate Snuka asked three different ceramic 
workshops in her homeland, each with their own preference 
for material and style, to make a set of tableware based on her 
design.

The bowls and dishes of black pottery, red ceramics and 
white porcelain embrace the local differences, but at the 
same time reunite the old pottery masters as the pieces are 
joined into one large dinner set. Each material and technique 
accentuates the other in a contemporary set with a traditional 
feel.





+

Baltic “Raku” created in an outdoor wood kiln
fired for 16 hours.

Clay no glaze (food safe)

Old brick kiln reborn as a classic pottery
workshop.

Clay with transparent
glaze (food safe)

Bonus set in black,
clay mixed with 
magnesium oxide with
transparent glaze

The only remaining porcelain factory in Latvia,
located in an old dairy building.

English bone china + secret 
local ingridients (food safe)

Earthenware, wood fired, 
waxed

Baltic “Raku” created in an outdoor wood kiln fired for 
up to 18hours.

Old brick making factory reborn as a classic pottery 
workshop.

The only remaining porcelain factory in Latvia located in 
an old dairy building.

Earthenware, waxed, transparent glaze, white 
glaze

Porcelain, transparent glaze

Work in progress

Uniting the old masters
Each piece is stamped 
by a “united” stamp 
leaving space for 
each craftsmans own 
signature or stamp.





Clay mine
All items are made of locally harvested clay thus creating 
truly one of a kind apearance. The whole collection 
is naturally coloured through firing processes or the 
materials natural appearance.



All items are completely 
handcrafted by the 
craftsmen of “Rauna” 
brick workshop.

Handcrafted
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Project details:

CERAMICNETWORK

All items are food safe and can be 
placed in the dishwasher.

Slight differences and coloration 
is possible due to nature of hand 
made products.


